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2 of 2 review helpful Perfect with Atlas By Too Tall I also have the atlas and recommend that if you get one you have 
to get the other for the full experience The images used in the flash cards are the same as in the atlas but without the 
labels This is a great way to quiz yourself on the anatomy and learn more No other atlas and flash card set I have used 
has been so beneficial I highly recommend this for anyone This handy set of flash cards helps you perfect your 
understanding of anatomy Featuring the exquisite illustrations from Atlas of Anatomy these flash cards are a valuable 
tool for studying memorizing and reviewing the most important concepts in human anatomy Each card features a full 
color illustration with key structures labeled numerically The reverse side of the card lists the labels Features More 
than 350 full color illustrations help you m Does a good job condensing the information in the atlas the information is 
accurate and the pictures are superb a good resource for students of anatomy Doody s 
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